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Toward a Systematic Classification of
Textile Damages
REFERENCE: Schotman TG, Samlal-Soedhoe RS, van der Weerd J: Toward a systematic classification of textile
damages; Forensic Sci Rev 30:51; 2018.
ABSTRACT: The accuracy of textile damage analyses was evaluated by laboratory tests carried out by trained
experts. The analyzed damages were prepared by various methods, including stabbing, cutting, shooting, heating/
burning, etc. A number of damages were aged by household washing and tumble-drying procedures, addition
of blood, or burying. The samples were analyzed by routine laboratory evaluation. The results indicate that the
properties of a damage provide a good indication of the way a textile had been damaged. Nevertheless, scoring
of the answers is not straightforward. Results indicated that examiners evaluated damages on different levels of
specificity and thereby showed the latent need for a more systematic approach to damage classification. The second
part of the current contribution therefore presents the classification scheme we developed. This classification scheme
aims to guide examiners during examination and accommodates the vast majority of textile damages observed in
forensic casework. Each of the proposed classes is defined, relevant literature in each of the classes is reviewed,
and the characteristics that can be expected after different damaging actions are explained. Finally, we share some
ideas for further investigations.
KEYWORDS: Classification, cut, heat, textile damage, validation, wear-and-tear.

INTRODUCTION
Many incidents result in the damaging of textile
materials. Those textile damages carry properties that
reflect their causes, and their analysis can be informative
in the reconstruction of an incident. Hence, the analysis of
textile damages is offered as a service by many forensic
laboratories.
Analysis of damages is currently based on examination
by an analyst, in most cases aided by light microscopes
or scanning electron microscopy (SEM) [23,51,58].
Recently, analysis by atomic force microscopy (AFM)
has been proposed [7]. Although such analyses are
sophisticated, their interpretation is provided by an
examiner in a subjective way. Indeed, analysis of textile
damages is considered an expertise where the examiner
needs ample experience. Experience can be gained via
training, casework, simulation experiments [61], carrying
out laboratory tests, and literature studies.
Due to the level of expertise needed in the evaluation
of damages, laboratory testing is not straightforward. Only
a single study on the validity of damage investigations is
known to the authors. In that study [4], examinations by
trained forensic experts are compared to those by people
without formal training in forensics. The scope of the cited
study is limited and does not provide an informative answer
regarding the validity of damage investigations reported
by forensic investigators. Therefore, we prepared a set of
several damaged textiles. These were examined by different
experienced examiners in order to judge the reliability of
their evaluations. The inflicted damages and the evaluation
methodology are presented in Section I below.

Our results, presented in Section II, indicated that the
specificity of the evaluation is very important. A verdict on
the cause of a textile damage can be perfectly true, but so
imprecise as to be uninformative. A more specific answer
may be more useful to the police force or the courts, but
may be prone to errors or uncertainty.
Section III details a classification scheme that may assist
examiners in considering different levels of specificity. It
presents a review of studies into textile damages, providing
information on the observations that can be expected after
different actions that may cause damage to a textile. In
addition, we will share some thoughts on future studies.
The classification scheme is based on literature,
casework, and other studies carried out at the Netherlands
Forensic Institute (The Hague, The Netherlands). It is
possible that some damaging actions are omitted, if we
have never encountered or considered them. We look
forward to additions, so that a closed set of damaging
actions can be constructed. We would like to emphasize
that our approach does not reduce the subjective nature
of the evaluation. It cannot replace proper training and
experience, but rather guides and facilitates investigations.
I. ANALYSIS OF DAMAGES
The work described in this section was initiated as a
study into the validity of textile damage investigations
carried out in our laboratory. Several textiles were selected,
damaged, in some cases aged, and investigated by trained
examiners. To the knowledge of the authors, the current
study is the first systematic study on the validity of
examination of various damages. This experimental section
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